The fact that this is a genuine consideration is quite disgusting.

You cannot change history. Only learn from it. And you learn from it by being fair and truthful about it.

This is currently home to [redacted]. A BLM leader who has stated she will make white people her slaves. This is the ideology that has prompted commissions and attempts around the country to attack British history, statues, and place names.

Your commission and considerations to remove statues, change names of things is playing lapdog to disgraceful, racist extremists who hate Britain and British people.

If your commission goes ahead with making changes to our history you will experience first hand what is meant by the phrase "get woke go broke". Major sports, film makers and politicians are bowing and scraping for these extremists and they are losing money, power and influence rapidly as the general public turns on them. That is exactly where your commission is heading.

Please use some British sense and do not bow to this minority of extremists, keep our history as it is.